Databases can be understood as the pre-eminent contemporary doing, organising, configuring and performing thing-and-people multiples in sets. Participation, belonging, inclusion and membership: many of the relations that make up the materialsocial life of people and things can be formally apprehended in terms of set-like multiples rendered as datasets. Mid-twentieth century database design derived different ways of gathering, sorting, ordering, and searching data from mathematical set theory. The dominant database architecture, the relational database management system (RDMS), can be seen as a specific technological enactment of the mathematics of set theory. More recent developments such as grids, clouds and other data-intensive architectures apprehend ever greater quantities of data. Arguably, in emerging data architectures, databases themselves are subsumed by even more intensive set-like operations. Whole databases undergo set-like transformations as they are aggregated, divided, filtered and sorted. At least at a theoretical level, the mathematics of set theory, as philosophically rendered by Alain Badiou, can also suggest some explanations of how multiples expand, ramify and split in databases. Badiou's account locates forms of instability or incoherence inherent in any set-based doing of multiples in the relation between parts and elements, between inclusion and belonging. Against the grain of Badiou's resolutely philosophical project, a set-theoretical account of databases might also point towards some vertiginous elements that elude regulation, norms and representation. architecture community, can be seen as a symptomatic response to the problems of managing rapidly expanding data sets. 1 Google's success as a business vitally depends on having a better response to this problem than other search engines. Architectures such as MapReduce allow large datasets to be disaggregated and re-aggregated more readily.
6/23 (Law 2004) argue for the need to develop ways of thinking between the one and the many.
They seek to sharpen analytical focus on how multiples are devised and situated. An ethnomathematical-influenced account such as Helen Verran's An African Logic shows how counting itself depends on embodied relations, and concludes:
What I am suggesting is that there are multiple ways to do the relation unity/plurality; hence there are multiple sorts of numbers. (Verran 2001, 107) Whatever approach is taken -philosophical, sociological or anthropological -the status of a multiple today is difficult to conceive apart from the technical processes of ordering, sorting, counting and calculating. Multiples are often done today in computing, data-processing, modelling and visualisation. Data multiples in many domains -scientific, government, commercial, media, etc. -nearly always pass through databases. Multiples are increasingly mediated through databases and database-driven architectures. While multiples in the world remain innumerable, databases have increasingly emerged as a way of collecting, enumerating and enunciating multiples in particular ways. The existence of vast databases (such as Google or Amazon or GenBank) and the existence of huge numbers of databases (including many personal databases that would not be visible or obvious as such to the people who rely on them to manage their gadget-equipped lives), I would argue, can be read as a ramification of particular historical renderings of multiples. Databases are a situation in which we materially encounter the doing of the multiple. They embody historical forms of multiple that imbue spaces, movements, communication, governmentalities, knowledges and values with technoontological textures.
Making connections between database logics and set multiples might allow us to think more broadly about databases as encounters with the multiple. There are some signs of submergence of relational database management systems (RDMS) as the standard form of the database.
Today, the 'relational model of data for large shared banks' first developed by Edgar F. Codd at IBM under the name 'R' in the late 1960s (Codd 1970 The term relation is used here in its accepted mathematical sense. Given sets S1, S2, • • • , Sn (not necessarily distinct), R is a relation on these n sets if it is a set of n-tuples each of which has its first element from S1, its second element from S2, and so on (Codd 1970, 379) .
This slightly opaque rendering of the notion of relation conveys something of the Database 'schemas,' often comprising dozens of tables, each with several columns and many rows, frame a mutable set of connexions. Hence the relation R that Codd brought to bear on databases is a set of sets, since a tuple (typically embodied in a 'row' in a database table) itself is a set that expresses some order.
The very idea of a relation as a set of tuples seems stunningly simple, yet, as is often the case, the layering, convolution and multiplication of relations generates new dynamics. While Codd was not the first to make use of sets and set theory as a way of thinking about data management (for instance, several years earlier, a paper on a set-theoretical understanding of databases had appeared (Childs 1968) ), the relational algebra he brought to bear on the problems of data organisation and storage proved powerful. As Codd wrote, 'since relations are sets, all of the usual set operations are applicable to them' (Codd 1970, 383) . The 'usual set operations' referred to here include unions, intersections, complements and 'products' (associating every element of one set with every element of another'). Through these operations, many new relations can be derived from the base relations found in a database. In treating all relations as sets and as subject to set operations, the flat form of the table undergoes a process of subduction. It is pushed down into a much more turbid zone where boundaries and distances become more fluid.
Database designers sometime perform a process of 'normalization' or 'elimination of nonsimple domains' (Codd 1970, 381) . Normalization (a term that Codd putatively borrowed from a television broadcast of a speech by President Nixon on 'normalizing' U.S. relations with China) dismantles and dis-aggregates many existing tables in order to clear the way for creation of more widely spanning relations. The upshot of the normalization process is constructive: the potential to generate many relations by melding disparate things, by defining relations that observe certain constraints, and by remaining open to production of more relations, always in the simple domain of tuples. The flatness of the normalized form remains indifferent to the difference between sets or domains, to their hierarchical or convoluted intersections and unions. Like many aspects of relational database architecture, normalization is often done not only with a view to the performance of the database (database performance 9/23 issues such as speed and churn attract a cluster of technical specialists and a sub-industry of services and products), but with ongoing change in mind.
Another important SQL database construct, 'CREATE VIEW,' derives new relations within and across domains without altering the underlying structure of the database:
Views serve many purposes including increased security (by hiding attributes from applications and/or users without a legitimate need for access) and enhanced performance (by materializing views defined by complex SQL queries over very large input tables). But views are primarily used to allow old programs to operate correctly even as the underlying database is reorganized and redesigned (Gray et al. 2005, 5) .
Views allow a database to appear to remain the same, even as underlying architectures expand and change. Finally, perhaps the definitive and relentlessly repeated set-like operation on a relational database is 'SELECT FROM … WHERE.' Any query to a database takes the form of a SELECT command. The syntax of SELECT ranges from extremely simple requests for a single row of a single table to highly complex intersections, unions, and joins spanning many tables. The combinatorial power of the SELECT statement across relational databases can be seen today on Web2.0 and smart-phones as they generate suggestions, connections, menus, recommendations and invitations, or manage large aggregate identities and groups, or concatenate vast numbers of links, images, files and user information. Because SELECT makes subsets or parts of the sets totally available, Web2.0 can seem to be highly-responsive or 'user-produced.'
Sets in action: open-closed, inclusion, belonging and non-cohesion
Given that relational databases instantiate contemporary doing of multiples, how do the underlying formalisms of set theory help us apprehend them differently? What leverage can the mathematical formalisation of set-making offer to social theory? Here, I offer only three observations derived from Alain Badiou's set-based account of multiples: (1) the opposition between closed and open is not the most relevant distinction to make in sorting multiplies; (2) rather, there are different modes of being-in sets -belonging and inclusion -and these different modes of being-in sets have different implications; (3) the irreducibility of different modes of being-in sets generates non-cohesion, dynamism, and excess, and this irreducibility generates movements and events. While these lines of thinking are abstract in some ways (Badiou's writing, I think it could be said, embodies an energetic drive to philosophical abstraction), such abstractions actually lead quite concrete lives in many settings. In a world where database abstractions entwine around and inflect many levels of experience (from standing in a check-in queue at an airport to looking for things on supermarket shelves: see
